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On the origins and timescales of geoeffective IMF
Mike Lockwood1, Mathew J. Owens1, Luke A. Barnard1, Sarah Bentley1, Chris J. Scott1,
and Clare E. Watt1
1Department of Meteorology, University of Reading, Reading, UK
Abstract Southward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) in the geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM)
reference frame is the key element that controls the level of space weather disturbance in Earth’s
magnetosphere, ionosphere, and thermosphere. We discuss the relation of this geoeffective IMF component
to the IMF in the geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) frame, and using the almost continuous interplanetary data
for 1996–2015 (inclusive), we show that large geomagnetic storms are always associated with strong
southward, out-of-ecliptic field in the GSE frame: Dipole tilt effects, which cause the difference between the
southward field in the GSM and GSE frames, generally make only a minor contribution to these strongest
storms. The time-of-day/time-of-year response patterns of geomagnetic indices and the optimum solar wind
coupling function are both influenced by the timescale of the index response. We also study the occurrence
spectrum of large out-of-ecliptic field and show that for 1 h averages it is, surprisingly, almost identical in
ICMEs (interplanetary coronal mass ejections), around CIRs/SIRs (corotating and stream interaction regions)
and in the “quiet” solar wind (which is shown to be consistent with the effect of weak SIRs). However,
differences emerge when the timescale over which the field remains southward is considered: for longer
averaging timescales the spectrum is broader inside ICMEs, showing that these events generate longer
intervals of strongly southward average IMF and consequently stronger geomagnetic storms. The behavior of
out-of-ecliptic field with timescale is shown to be very similar to that of deviations from the predicted Parker
spiral orientation, suggesting the two share common origins.
1. Introduction
Magnetic reconnection in the dayside magnetopause current sheet, at latitudes between Earth’s magnetic
cusps, was first proposed by Dungey [1961] to explain ionospheric currents. Subsequently, it has been shown
to be the dominant driver of magnetospheric structure, dynamics, currents, and plasma populations. As well
as providing direct access for solar wind particles to enter the magnetosphere [Cowley, 1982; Smith
and Lockwood, 1996; Lockwood and Davis, 1996] and directly driving flows and currents in the dayside
ionosphere [Nishida, 1968; Etemadi et al., 1988; Todd et al., 1988; Cowley and Lockwood, 1992] (both effects
involved in the generation of polar patches in the ionospheric F region, features that have space weather
implications [Zhang et al., 2013, 2015]), these open field lines are swept into the geomagnetic tail by the solar
wind flow, where energy is stored in the form of the increased Maxwell magnetic pressure, increasing the cur-
rent in the near-Earth cross-tail current sheet and expanding the diameter of the far tail. This energy is released
(and the near-Earth cross-tail current disrupted into the ionosphere in the “current wedge”) during substorm
expansion phases [McPherron et al., 1973], causing bursts of energy, momentum, and particle deposition into
even the innermost near-Earth magnetosphere [Konradi et al., 1975; Reeves et al., 2003; Turner et al., 2015] and
perturbations to the thermosphere that propagate round the globe [Fujiwara et al., 1996; McGranaghan et al.,
2014]. The flow of solar wind energy into and through the coupledmagnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere
system was described using Poynting’s theorem by Cowley [1991] for steady state. This was generalized for
each substorm phase separately by Lockwood [2004]. Because Earth presents a northward pointing magnetic
field to the solar wind flow at latitudes between the magnetic cusps, these phenomena, and their associated
space weather effects, are all enhanced when the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) has a southward orienta-
tion, such that there is large magnetic shear across the low-latitude dayside magnetopause: This allows the
rapid opening of the geomagnetic field lines by magnetic reconnection. Thus, in order to accurately predict
space weather disturbances, it is necessary to predict the southward component of the IMF in a suitable refer-
ence frame, oriented by Earth’s magnetic field such that it quantifies the magnetic shear across the dayside,
low-latitude magnetopause. The geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate system [Hapgood,
1992] is the most commonly used and successful reference frame in this context.
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In this paper, we investigate the nature of “geoeffective” IMF orientations, i.e., those which cause space
weather disturbances in the terrestrial magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere system and, in particular,
geomagnetic activity. We use near-continuous observations spanning nearly two solar cycles (1996–2015)
to study the interplay between, and relative influence of, geometric factors (associated with time of day (uni-
versal time, UT) and time of year because of the tilt in the Earth’s magnetic dipole axis or Earth’s heliographic
latitude—see section 2.1) and the IMF associated with large solar wind disturbances (section 2.2) and small-
scale structure (section 2.4), with particular emphasis on the effect of timescales (section 2.3). It is well known
that there is a semiannual variation in average geomagnetic activity and that this variation is also seen in the
occurrence of the largest disturbances (“great storms”), with significantly more occurring around the equi-
noxes than around the solstices. However, it is not clear that this annual variation in the occurrence of great
storms has the same combination of causes as the seemingly similar annual variation in average geomag-
netic activity levels [e.g., Crooker et al., 1992; Svalgaard et al., 2002]. Hence, in our analysis (section 3) we also
study how the contributions of different factors vary with the level of geomagnetic disturbance and, in par-
ticular, the importance of out-of-ecliptic IMF, relative to the effect of in-ecliptic IMF combined with the geo-
metric effects caused by Earth’s dipole tilt. Section 4 studies the spectrum of the out-of-ecliptic IMF
component, how it is influenced by timescale, and how it relates to deviations from the Parker spiral orienta-
tion of the IMF. Our conclusions are summarized in section 5.
2. Influences on Terrestrial Space Weather
2.1. Geometric Factors
Figure 1 defines the GSM and the geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) coordinate systems [Hapgood, 1992] and
explains why the angle between the ZGSE and ZGSM axes, (δa + δd) has both annual and diurnal periodicities.
We define the angles giving these annual and diurnal variations (respectively, δa and δd) as both being positive
in the clockwise direction when Earth is viewed from the Sun. The difference between the GSM and GSE frames
gives rise to the Russell-McPherron (R-M) effect: This is a geometric effect whereby in-ecliptic field in the± YGSE
direction causes a± ZGSM field component [Russell and McPherron, 1973]. This is significant for steady and
uniform solar wind flowbecause the application of the ideal-MHD, frozen-in theorem in Parker spiral theory pre-
dicts a near-Earth IMF that lies in a plane close to the ecliptic, [e.g., Owens and Forsyth, 2013] and this gives, on
average, a near-Earth IMF with BZ(GSE)≈ 0 and large |BY(GSE)| [Hapgood et al., 1991]. Figure 1 shows how,
because sin(δa + δd)> 0 around the March equinox, BY(GSE)< 0 gives rise to southward IMF in the GSM frame
(BZ(GSM)< 0), particularly at 22 UT when (δa + δd) reaches a maximum value of 34.5°. Note that at this time BY
(GSE)> 0 gives rise to northward IMF in the GSM frame (BZ(GSM)> 0). Conversely, around the September equi-
nox when sin(δa + δd)< 0, it is BY(GSE)> 0 that gives rise to southward IMF in the GSM frame (and BY(GSE)< 0
gives BZ(GSM)> 0): This is especially true at 10UT when (δa + δd) has a minimum value of 34.5°. The precise
dates of the extremes in δa (the equinoxes) drift slowly: for 2015 they were 20 March and 22 September. The
R-M effect correctly predicts that geomagnetic activity will peak near the equinoxes, but note that averaged
magnetic indices do not show the precise time-of-day/time-of-year (t-o-d/t-o-y) pattern predicted for the R-
M effect [Cliver et al., 2000; Finch et al., 2008]. Instead, several such indices give a t-o-d/t-o-y pattern that has
been termed “equinoctial” which indicates that the tilt of the Earth’s rotational and/or magnetic axes toward
or away from the Sun also has an influence, introducing differences between the two solstices and between
4 UT and 16 UT which are not predicted by the R-M effect [O’Brien and McPherron, 2002].
The predicted t-o-d/t-o-y pattern for the R-M effect is plotted in Figure 2a which shows color contours
of |sin(δa + δd)| (see Figure 1) as a function of fraction of the year, fyear, (horizontal axis, where fyear = 0 at the
start of 1 January and fyear = 1 at the end of 31 December) and universal time (UT, vertical axis). The modulus
|sin(δa + δd)| is plotted because it can reflect the effect of the either polarity of IMF BY(GSE) (whichever is the
relevant one at that t-o-y) in generating BZ(GSM)< 0. Figure 2d shows fitted contours on the same axes of the
mean observed southward IMF in GSM coordinates, BS(GSM) (where BS(GSM) =BZ(GSM) when BZ(GSM)< 0
and BS(GSM) = 0 when BZ(GSM)≥ 0) for all IMF data available (1963–2015). This clearly reveals the R-M pattern
[see also O’Brien and McPherron, 2002].
Figure 2b demonstrates the equinoctial pattern by showing cos(ψ) on the same axes, where ψ is the full
angle, in three dimensions, between the Earth’s magnetic dipole axis, M
→
and the GSE X axis [see O’Brien
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and McPherron, 2002]. Figure 2e shows mean values of the am index (for 1959–2015) which, while not exactly
replicating the pattern in Figure 2b, is nevertheless very similar in character. Note that am is a 3-hourly “range”
index (i.e., based on the range of variation in each 3 h interval) compiled from a network of stations between
geographic latitudes of 50°S and 50°N, currently with 11 in the northern hemisphere and 10 in the southern.
The UT resolution is therefore limited to just 8 data points per day and the distribution of stations with long-
itude in each hemisphere is not ideal which introduces some spurious UT variation. There have been a num-
ber of plausible explanations proposed for this observed equinoctial pattern. These include the following:
Tilt-induced changes in the ionospheric conductivity within the nightside auroral electrojet of the substorm
current wedge [Lyatsky et al., 2001]; tilt influence on the magnetopause reconnection voltage [Russell et al.,
2003; Crooker and Siscoe, 1986]; the effect of tilt on the proximity of the ring current and auroral electrojet
[Alexeev et al., 1996]; and tilt effects on the stability of the cross-tail current sheet. The last of these possibilities
arises because the dipole-tilt-oriented structure in the near-Earth magnetosphere turns into the solar-wind-
aligned far tail as one moves antisunward down the tail: The “hinge” between the two regimes has a UT
variation and occurs at a (negative) X value close to where the cross-tail current is disrupted during substorm
expansion phases [Kivelson and Hughes, 1990;Miyashita et al., 2009]. Finch et al. [2008] used a global network
of geomagnetic stations to show that the equinoctial behavior originates during substorm expansion phases
and in the substorm current wedge and is not a feature of dayside currents and flows during the substorm
Figure 1. (a) Earth’s orbit and the orientation of its rotational axis, Ω
→
(in red). The X, Y, and Z axes of the geocentric solar
ecliptic (GSE) coordinate system are illustrated here for the time when the Earth’s center is at the point P (between the
September equinox and the December solstice). (b–d) The Earth viewed from the Sun for the March equinox, the June or
December solstices, and the September equinox, respectively: In addition to showing Ω
→
(in red), each panel shows the
Earth’s magnetic axis, M
→
(in blue), both projected onto the Z-Y plane of the GSE frame. (b and c) M
→
is shown for 22 UT
and for 10 UT in (d). By definition, the X axis of the geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) frame is the same as for GSE
(i.e., toward the Sun), and the ZGSM axis is aligned with the projection of M
→
onto the Z-Y plane of the GSE frame. As
illustrated in Figure 1a, Earth’s orbital motion causes Ω
→
to gyrate annually around the ZGSE axis at an angle of 23.5°,
while its rotation and offset of magnetic and rotation poles causes M
→
to gyrate daily around M
→
at an angle of 11°.
The angle δa varies between +23.5° at the March equinox and 23.5° at the September equinox and δd varies between
+11° at 22 UT and 11° at 10 UT. (Both angles being defined as positive clockwise, as seen from the Sun) The total angle
between the ZGSE and ZGSM axes is (δa + δd).
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growth phase. (These authors showed that the dayside currents do not depend on UT and vary only with sea-
son, being greater in summer when conductivities are higher.) These results by Finch et al. therefore strongly
support the explanations of the equinoctial effect invoking nightside magnetospheric or ionospheric effects
rather than those that postulate modulation of the magnetopause reconnection voltage. Note also that
indices influenced by the substorm current wedge also depend on the solar wind dynamic pressure PSW
( =mSWNSWVSW
2, where mSW is the mean ion mass, NSW is the ion number density, and VSW is the speed of
the solar wind), because it compresses the near-Earth geomagnetic tail and so modulates the near-Earth
cross-tail current there for a given open flux content in the tail [Lockwood, 2013]. There has been considerable
debate about the effect of PSW and hence of the solar wind concentration NSW, on the Dst geomagnetic
index. This debate has been reviewed by Weigel [2010], who also finds that a given southward IMF is more
“geoeffective” (meaning that it has more effect on the terrestrial space environment) if PSW and NSW is
higher (but no effect of the solar wind speed, VSW, nor of the mean solar wind ion mass, mSW, was found).
This is most consistent with the idea of enhanced NSW “preconditioning” the magnetosphere (by generat-
ing a dense plasma sheet), discussed below in section 2.2. From a superposed epoch study, Zhang et al.
[2006] find almost no difference between the behavior of the mean half-wave rectified southward IMF,
BS(GSM), and the mean eastward electric field, EY(GSM) = VSW × BS(GSM) in the interplanetary drivers for
moderate and intense storms which also points to VSW having no specific effect, other than via the com-
pression and orientation change of the IMF [Kane, 2005]. Note that Balan et al. [2015] find that the rise in
solar wind speed, ΔVSW, associated with the impact of an interplanetary coronal mass ejection (ICME) does
have a direct effect on the magnitude of the subsequent storm. This finding is not inconsistent with the
Figure 2. Predicted and observed time-of-day/time-of-year patterns. (a–c) Predictions based on geometric factors and
(d–f) the contoured patterns in means of observations. (Figure 2a) the Russell-McPherron (R-M) pattern: The filled color
contours show |sin(δa + δd)| (see Figure 1) as a function of fraction of the year, fyear, (horizontal axis) and UT (vertical axis).
(Figure 2b) The equinoctial pattern, shown by cos(ψ) where ψ is the full angle between the Earth’s magnetic dipole axis,M
→
,
and the GSE X axis. (Figure 2c) An axial pattern shown by |sin(ΛE)|, whereΛE is the heliographic latitude of Earth. (Figure 2d)
The pattern for the mean of the observed southward IMF in GSM coordinates, BS(GSM), where BS(GSM) =BZ(GSM) when
BZ(GSM)< 0 and BS(GSM) = 0 when BZ(GSM) ≥ 0. (Figure 2e) The pattern for the am geomagnetic index. (Figure 2f) The
pattern for k(UT) ×Dstwhere the factor k(UT) is the modeled response of the four Dst stations that allows for the fact that
they are not equally spaced in longitude (see section 3.1 of text). To get good coverage, all available data were used in each
case, namely, 1963–2015 for the IMF data in Figure 2d; 1959–2015 for the am data in Figure 2e; and 1957–2015 for the Dst
data in Figure 2f. In all cases we are concerned only with the form of the pattern rather than the amplitude and color scales
have been autoscaled between the maximum and minimum values.
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studies showing no effect of VSW (or the work presented here) because larger ΔVSW will give larger out-of-
ecliptic field in the ICME sheath region which will generally add to the integrated southward IMF that
impacts upon Earth’s magnetic field [Owens et al., 2005].
The R-M effect is not the only way that geometric factors can influence the BZ(GSM) component. Figure 3a
illustrates effects arising because the solar equatorial plane (normal to the solar rotation axis) is inclined at
an angle α≈ 7° with respect to the ecliptic, such that Earth makes a maximum southward deviation from
the solar equator on 6 March and a maximum deviation to the north on 7 September. The effects of this have
been termed “axial,” and depend on t-o-y (fyear) but not on t-o-d (UT), as shown in Figure 2c which plots the t-
o-d/t-o-y pattern of |sin(ΛE)|, where ΛE is the heliographic latitude of Earth. When |sin(ΛE)| is larger, Earth’s
magnetosphere is more likely to be embedded in fast solar wind, outside the streamer belt [Lockwood and
Owens, 2014], particularly at sunspot minimum when the streamer belt is thinnest [Owens et al., 2014]. In
addition, near-Earth space at such times is more likely to be threaded by solar polar field lines and so have
an excess of toward (Bx> 0) or away (Bx< 0) heliospheric magnetic field, depending on the t-o-y and the pre-
vailing polarity of the solar polar fields (and hence on the phase of the 22 year Hale cycle). This is called the
Rosenberg-Coleman (R-C) effect [Rosenberg and Coleman, 1969]. Because the field usually obeys a Parker
spiral configuration [Parker, 1958], the annual cycle of bias in BX caused by the R-C effect is associated with
corresponding bias in the BY(GSE) component and hence, by the R-M effect, also induces a bias in BZ
(GSM). This is often called the combined R-C/R-M effect.
In addition, there is a second annual geometric effect associated with the variable difference between the
GSE and heliocentric RTN reference frames (where the R axis is radially away from the Sun, the N axis is
the northward direction of increasing heliographic latitude, and the T axis is the tangential direction that
makes up the right-hand set and lies in the plane parallel to the solar equator, as shown in Figure 3). This
effect must be considered, for example, when transforming predictions of global MHD models of the helio-
sphere (such as Enlil [Odstrcil et al., 2004a, 2004b]), which generally use RTN coordinates, into the GSE frame.
For uniform solar source magnetic field and uniform and constant solar wind flow speed, the heliospheric
Figure 3. (a) The axial effect. The solar equatorial plane (shaded light blue) is inclined by α ≈ 7° with respect to the ecliptic
plane (shaded pale yellow) such that in March, Earth lies in the southern solar hemisphere and in September it lies in the
northern solar hemisphere. The R, T, and N axes of the heliocentric RTN coordinate system are illustrated here for when the
Earth’s center is at the point P (between December and March). R is the radial direction and so antiparallel to XGSE (and
hence also to XGSM), the T direction is the perpendicular to R that lies in the plane parallel to the solar magnetic equator
(and has a positive component in theYGSE direction), and the N is the northward direction of increasing heliographic
latitude. For a Parker spiral configuration, the field has T and R components but the N component is zero. (b–e) The Earth
viewed from the Sun in March, June, September, and December, respectively.
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field will form a Parker spiral configuration [Parker, 1958] with BR and BT components but for which BN is
always zero [Owens and Forsyth, 2013]. At the extremes of the Earth’s motion around the solar equator
(in March and September, as shown in Figures 3b and 3d) the ZGSE and N directions are aligned, giving Bz
(GSE) = 0 for a Parker spiral field configuration. However, in June and December the N direction is inclined
to ZGSE by an angle that peaks in magnitude at α≈±7° (as shown in Figures 3c and 3e). This means that
around the June solstice a BT> 0 component of the Parker spiral field (which occurs when BR< 0, i.e., a
“toward” IMF sector) yields Bz(GSE)< 0, as shown in Figure 3c, whereas around the December solstice
a BT< 0 component (which, for a Parker spiral field, occurs when BR> 0, i.e., an “away” IMF sector) yields
Bz(GSE)< 0, as shown in Figure 3e. Because this effect is a rotation by up to α= 7°, compared to a peak value
for |δa + δd| of 34.5°, it is a smaller effect than the R-M effect and because it peaks near the solstices it is close to
π/2 out of phase with the R-M effect.
2.2. Out-of-Ecliptic IMF and Transient Events
Persistent out-of-ecliptic IMF is typically found inside and ahead of transient events and fast-slow stream
interaction regions. The most prominent transients are large-scale interplanetary coronal mass ejections
(ICMEs) [Webb and Howard, 1994; Cane and Richardson, 2003; Richardson and Cane, 2010]. Roughly half of
all ICMEs have embedded within them a magnetic flux-rope-like structure called a “magnetic cloud” (MC)
[Burlaga et al., 1981; Bothmer and Schwenn, 1998]. MCs show either a bipolar or a unipolar variation in their
north-south magnetic field component depending on their axis orientation with respect to the ecliptic plane
[Bothmer and Schwenn, 1998;Mulligan et al., 1998]. When the orientation of the MCmain axis has a significant
in-ecliptic component, they give a bipolar structure of northward out-of-ecliptic IMF followed by southward
or vice versa. If, on the other hand, the MC axis is highly inclined with respect to the ecliptic plane the field is
either northward or southward during the whole passage of the MC with out-of-the ecliptic field maximizing
at the axis [e.g. Mulligan et al., 1998; Kilpua et al., 2012]. Because of these southward fields (either in bipolar
clouds or in so-called S-type unipolar clouds) they induce large terrestrial space weather disturbances and
so ICMEs containing MCs are generally geoeffective. In addition, ahead of super-Alfvénic ejecta is an interpla-
netary shock front, behind which the perturbed IMF is draped over the event core in a sheath region: Here the
preexisting IMF is enhanced and usually deflected northward or southward [McComas et al., 1989; Gosling
et al., 1991; Gonzalez et al., 1999; Huttunen et al., 2002; Jones et al., 2002; Owens et al., 2005]. ICMEs are fre-
quently seen at sector boundaries between toward (BX> 0) and away (BX< 0) IMF [e.g., Owens and Forsyth,
2013], especially at sunspot minimum [Crooker et al., 1998]. Roughly half of all ICMEs contain a definable
MC, and these are the events that are generally found to be the most geoeffective [Gosling, 1993;
Richardson et al., 2001, 2002]. Note also that identified MCs are also probably the largest events in a spectrum
of flux-rope-associated solar ejections seen in interplanetary space [Moldwin et al., 2000; Sheeley et al., 2009;
Rouillard et al., 2010a, 2010b, 2011].
Similarly in corotating interaction regions (CIRs), caused by fast solar wind emanating from coronal holes
catching up slow solar wind ahead of it [Smith and Wolfe, 1976; Pizzo, 1978], the field is usually deflected
out of the ecliptic plane as well as being enhanced by compression [Gosling and Pizzo, 1999]. Typically,
hourly means of the magnetic field in CIR events are enhanced to 10–15 nT but they can reach 30 nT
[Gonzalez et al., 1999]. The degree of compression and the out-of-ecliptic field component varies with
the velocity difference between the fast and slow solar winds and the latitudinal extent of the CIR, the latter
set by the latitudinal extent of the coronal hole boundary variation [e.g., Rouillard and Lockwood, 2007]
which varies with the phase of the solar cycle. If the coronal hole source of the fast wind persists for several
solar rotations at the same heliographic latitude as the source of slow solar wind, the CIR (which maps to
the leading edge of the coronal hole) usually generates recurrent geomagnetic disturbances [Crooker and
Cliver, 1994; Rouillard and Lockwood, 2007]. The heliospheric current sheet (HCS) that separates IMF sectors
is often embedded within a CIR [Gosling and Pizzo, 1999]: Seemingly, this is because, as the forward Alfvén
wave/shock propagates into the slow solar wind ahead, it overtakes and entrains the sector boundary,
making it more likely for the HCS to be embedded within a CIR at larger distances from the Sun [Thomas
and Smith, 1981]. Thus, CIRs, like ICMEs, often coincide with sector boundaries. Note that in some cases
the source of the fast solar wind may be rapidly moving or may be short lived, in which case the interaction
region ahead of them may not be seen to be corotating. These are referred to as “stream interaction
regions” (SIRs).
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The geoeffectiveness and occurrence of interplanetary shocks, MCs, non-MC ICMEs, CIRs, SIRs, and sector
boundary crossings has been studied by many authors, often by looking at the response in the Dst geomag-
netic index [e.g., Yermolaev et al., 2012], and events are often more geoeffective when they occur in combi-
nation [Echer and Gonzalez, 2004]. Ahead of both ICMEs and CIRs, containing both fast solar wind driver
plasma and southward IMF, there is a tendency for there to be an interval of northward IMF, which has been
proposed to precondition the magnetosphere and may make the subsequent transient more geoeffective
[Lavraud et al., 2006; Borovsky and Denton, 2006]. The concept is that a denser (and colder) plasma sheet
may form during the prior northward IMF, and this would lead to a stronger ring current when that plasma
is convected inward during the main phase of an ensuing storm. Borovsky et al. [1998] found that there is a
correlation between enhanced solar wind concentration NSW and a denser plasma sheet; hence, northward
IMF with enhanced NSW would be the ideal preconditioning conditions. On the other hand, Xie et al. [2008]
did not find any evidence that preconditioning was a factor in the intensity of large storms (although it does
influence their duration), but they did find evidence for an effect of enhanced solar wind dynamic pressure
PSW during transient events. CIRs generate so-called high-speed stream storms [e.g., Jordanova et al., 2012;
Borovsky and Denton, 2010] which may, in several respects, be somewhat underestimated in the response
in Dst. Even so, Kozyra et al. [2006] and Turner et al. [2009] show that CIRs often give surprisingly large geo-
magnetic storms, given that the energy input into the magnetosphere is considerably larger for large
ICME-driven events, the difference being that the forcing can be sustained over longer intervals for some
CIRs than ICMEs.
At solar minimum, when ICMEs are less frequent, CIRs play a dominant role as a source of geomagnetic
disturbances [Gonzalez et al., 1999; Tsurutani et al., 1995; 2006; Xu et al., 2009; Cramer et al., 2013].
Richardson et al. [2001] studied the drivers of the largest storms (defined using the Kp index) and found that
97% were driven by ICMEs, both at sunspot maximum and sunspot minimum. Similarly, by looking at intense
storms (defined byDst ≤100 nT) over the interval 1998–2008, Xu et al. [2009] found that 74%were driven by
ICMEs with magnetic clouds and a further 7% by ICMEs without an MC. Storms are the extreme end of a dis-
tribution of disturbances, and because the distribution can change shape, their occurrence at a given distur-
bance level can vary in a different way to the mean value of the distribution. Richardson et al. [2002] used the
range aa geomagnetic index (which, like Kp and the am index, responds primarily to substorm expansion
phases) over three solar cycles to study the contributions of the various types of solar wind and transients
to average geomagnetic activity. They showed that high-speed streams and CIRs were the largest contributor
to the average aa levels at solar minimum, accounting for about 67%, whereas at solar maximum, structures
associated with transients (ICMEs and MCs) made the largest contribution (≈50%).
2.3. Effect of Timescale
Timescale is an important factor when considering geoeffectiveness of the solar wind and embedded IMF.
Finch and Lockwood [2007] studied the performance of various solar wind “coupling functions” (combinations
of solar wind and IMF parameters designed to quantify consequent terrestrial disturbance levels) in predict-
ing various geomagnetic indices for averaging timescales T which they varied between 1 day and 1 year. The
optimum coupling function was shown to vary with the timescale considered. For example, because the
magnetosphere responds to the southward component of the IMF in the GSM frame, functions of the form
Bsin4(θ/2), where B is the IMF magnitude and θ = tan1{BY(GSM)/BZ(GSM)} is the IMF “clock angle” in the GSM
Z-Y plane, are very successful on short timescales (Bsin4(θ/2) is roughly equivalent to BS(GSM) but has the
advantage of being continuous in slope). However, for longer averaging timescales the orientation factor
sin4(θ/2) averages to an almost constant value [Stamper et al., 1999; Lockwood, 2013] and B becomes as suc-
cessful as Bsin4(θ/2) (and, indeed, generally out-performs it because themain effect of the sin4(θ/2) factor is to
introduce additional observational noise). As pointed out by Lockwood [2013], this is a key factor that allows
the IMF, open solar flux, and solar wind speed to be reconstructed from annual means of historic geomag-
netic data [Lockwood et al., 1999; Lockwood et al., 2014].
The timescale effect, and hence the optimum coupling function for that timescale, depends on the activity
index employed: For example, Huttunen et al. [2002] noted that all storms influence both the Dst and Kp geo-
magnetic indices, but the rank order of the severity of those storms is strongly dependent on whether Kp or
Dst is considered. Hence, there is no such thing as an all-encompassing interplanetary coupling function
which can predict all aspects of disturbance in the magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere system.
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Consider the AU index: This is designed to detect the eastward electroject in the afternoon sector auroral oval,
which is the current associated with dayside ionospheric convection driven by low-latitude magnetopause
reconnection. It responds rapidly (within a few minutes) and directly to southward IMF at the dayside mag-
netopause [Nishida, 1968; Etemadi et al., 1988; Todd et al., 1988] and so is predicted by BS(GSM) or Bsin
4(θ/2),
averaged over timescales T of just a few minutes. On the other hand, the AE and AL indices detect the auroral
electroject of the nightside substorm current wedge and so respond to the integrated effect of BS(GSM) or
Bsin4(θ/2), over the substorm growth phase which typically lasts for between 20 and 60min [Baker et al.,
1983]. Hence, half-hourly or hourly averages are more appropriate when predicting these indices. The mid-
latitude “range” geomagnetic indices such as aa, Ap, Kp, and am respond strongly to the number and strength
of substorm expansion phases in the 3 h interval that they are compiled over (see review by Lockwood
[2013]), and so 3-hourly means of the IMF data are more appropriate. The transpolar voltage ΦPC is under-
stood to be a combination of the effect of both the dayside (magnetopause) and nightside (tail current sheet)
reconnection voltages, ΦD and ΦN, respectively [Lockwood et al., 1990; Cowley and Lockwood, 1992], which
differ from each other on timescales shorter than the substorm cycle length, other than during very quiet
conditions and perhaps during some steady convection events [Lockwood et al., 2009]: For a circular polar
cap ΦPC = (ΦD+ΦN)/2. Hence, transpolar voltage will correlate best with BS(GSM), or perhaps the dawn-to-
dusk interplanetary magnetic field, EY(GSM) =VXBS(GSM), for timescales T that average out the variations
such that<ΦD> T=<ΦN> T=<ΦPC> T, in other words that T is great enough for steady state to apply.
This requires averaging over several substorm cycles (in general, over any one substorm cycle not all the open
flux built up in the growth phase is destroyed in the subsequent expansion and recovery phases): hence,
averaging over T of a day or more is entirely appropriate. We note here that Thomsen [2004] explains the
strong relationship between convection and the Kp index in terms of the sensitivity of this index to the equa-
torward part of the auroral electrojet and how that moves equatorward with the inward motion of the inner
edge of the plasma sheet when convection is enhanced. This is consistent with the idea used here that Kp
responds mainly to substorms, given that the auroral electrojet is dominated by substorm expansion phases
and convection can be viewed as being predominantly the integrated effect of substorm cycles [Lockwood
et al., 1990; Cowley and Lockwood, 1992; Lockwood et al., 2009].
In many studies, the Dst index has been used to evaluate geoeffectiveness [e.g., Burton et al., 1975; Echer and
Gonzalez, 2004; Alves et al., 2006; Denton et al., 2006; Lavraud et al., 2006]. The Dst index is measured by a ring
of four low-latitude geomagnetic stations and was designed to be an index of the ring current (note, how-
ever, that it is inevitably also influenced by other currents in the magnetosphere-ionosphere system). Dst is
the index generally used to define storms rather than substorms. Temerin and Li [2002] model Dst with com-
ponents that are driven by IMF BS(GSM), but with decay time constants, for a typical Dst of 20 nT, 11.4 h, and
5.1 days. In fact, Cliver et al. [2000] show that the behavior of the time derivative of Dst is somewhat similar to
the range indices like am (for dDst/dt, the t-o-y/t-o-d pattern that is midway between an axial and an equinoc-
tial form). This implies that Dst behaves, to some extent, like the time integral of substorm behavior. However,
as discussed further in section 3.1, the storm-substorm relationship is more complex than this. Dst currents
are also enhanced by particle injections that are not directly related to substorms, but which occur during
steady convection events, as well as by substorm-associated injections [Reeves and Henderson, 2001; Lui
et al., 2001; Reeves et al., 2003]. This is discussed further in section 3.1: the point that we wish to highlight here
is that either mechanism (a string of substorms or a steady convection event) will enhance Dstmost if strong
southward IMF persists over a prolonged period. Indeed, Echer et al. [2008] show that the interplanetary para-
meter that best predicts “superstorms” in solar cycle 23 (defined as Dst ≤250 nT) is the integral of the dawn-
to-dusk interplanetary electric field EY(GSM) over the duration of the storm. Given that these events last sev-
eral days, this argues that themost appropriate averaging timescale T for the largest possible events will be of
order 2 or 3 days.
2.4. Smaller-Scale Solar Wind Structure
In addition to the large-scale heliospheric structures such as CIRs, ICMEs, and sector boundaries, in situ space-
craft observations show fluctuations in the IMF due to waves, shocks, turbulence, weak stream-stream inter-
actions, and small MCs [Matthaeus et al., 1986; Horbury et al., 2001; Bruno et al., 2001; Bruno and Carbone,
2013]. In addition there may be “fossil” features formed by, for example, stream-stream interactions closer
to the Sun that persist after the causal interaction has decayed away [Owens et al., 2011].
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New information on solar wind structure has recently been obtained from heliospheric imaging techniques.
The Heliospheric Imagers (HI) on the STEREO spacecraft have been used to detect and monitor the propaga-
tion of both CIRs [Rouillard et al., 2008] and ICMEs [Davis et al., 2009]. The HI cameras detect sunlight that has
been Thompson scattered by electrons in the heliosphere and by dust. Because the latter (the “F corona”) var-
ies relatively slowly, it is removed by taking the difference in intensity at each point in successive images,
which highlights moving plasma density structures. Figure 4 shows three examples of such “difference
images” recorded by the HI-1A instrument on STEREO-A, in which increasing/decreasing solar wind plasma
density appears as lighter/darker regions, respectively, and so a traveling transient enhancement appears
as a lighter region followed by a darker one. The Sun is just to the right of each frame. Figure 4a reveals variety
of structures with a range of spatial scales in the quiet solar wind. Figure 4b shows an example of a CIR, and
Figure 4c shows an example of an ICME. Movies of these difference images are particularly effective in reveal-
ing the wealth of density structures in the solar wind. King and Papitashvili [2005] show that the structure in
the IMF, detected in situ using pairs of interplanetary craft, has tended to be smaller scale than the structure
in the solar wind that HI typically observes. Using HI images and in situ data, Kilpua et al. [2009] and Yu et al.
[2014] have surveyed small transient (ST) events which would pass over Earth in between a few tens of
minutes and several hours. Some are entrained in CIRs [Rouillard et al., 2009, 2010a, 2010b], but they are also
seen in the “quiet” solar wind away from such structures. In these ST events there is microscale structure in
the field and a smooth rotation giving more geoeffective intervals of southward IMF in some cases. Of order
50% are Alfvénic events [Yu et al., 2014], but the remainder were mainly found convecting in the slow solar
wind but not expanding and are thought to originate from the plasma blobs which Sheeley et al. [1999]
discovered to emanate from streamer cusps. Sheeley et al. [2009] have demonstrated that these blobs are,
at least initially, rising arches that appear to be flux ropes.
3. Analysis of Near-Earth Interplanetary Data From 1996–2015
In this paper we use the Omni-2 hourly interplanetary data set for the 20 year interval between 1 January
1996 and 1 January 2016 [King and Papitashvili, 1994]. This interval was chosen because the data are almost
continuous, coming mainly from the ACE and WIND spacecraft, close to the L1 Lagrange point. All data have
been lagged by the predicted propagation delay from the satellite to the dayside magnetopause. Note that
the sunspot minimum between cycles 22 and 23 occurred in 1996, and so the 20 years studied here covers all
of cycle 23 andmost of cycle 24: the last part of the full Hale solar polarity cycle (≈22 year duration) will be the
late declining phase of cycle 24 over the next 2–4 years. The Cane and Richardson list of ICMEs has been
updated to the end of the period and so provides us with list of the major ICMEs that impacted near-Earth
space at L1 for the whole of this interval. Note that to be a valid average of interplanetary observations,
we here require at least 75% data availability in the hour: over 1996–2015 this yields 174,990 hourly means
of data.
As in other studies discussed in the introduction, we here use the Dst index to identify storms, defined as
being when Dst<Dsto. The severity of the storms considered is varied by employing various values of the
Figure 4. Difference images from the HI-1 instrument on the STEREO-A satellite with the Sun just to the right of each image.
White/black areas are where received intensity of Thompson scattered light is increasing/decreasing: (a) shows a period of
quiet solar wind between transients; (b) shows a Corotating interaction region, CIR (just on the sunward side of the planet);
and (c) shows an erupting coronal mass ejection, CME. The dates and times of the observations are given in the top left of
each frame.
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threshold value, Dsto. The Dst index is available from 1957. Unless otherwise stated, data for 1996–2015 are
used to match the IMF data coverage.
3.1. The Relative Effects of Geometric Factors and Out-of-Ecliptic Field
From the discussion in section 2, we can divide the origins of geoeffective IMF into two classes. The first is
field that lies in, or near-parallel-to, the solar equatorial plane and hence to the ecliptic plane (BZ(GSE)≈ 0)
but acquires a southward component in the GSM frame (BZ(GSM)< 0) because of a favorable orientation
of the geomagnetic dipole axis under the effects of Earth’s orbital motion and rotation. The second cause
is field that has a large southward out-of-ecliptic field in the GSE frame (BZ(GSE)< 0). These two effects, in
general, combine and at any one time the dipole tilt effects can act to either increase or decrease the effects
of southward out-of-ecliptic field. To analyze the overall importance of these two factors, Figure 5 (a–c)
presents plots of the number of occurrences of samples, N, (colored according to a logarithmic scale and
for all data from 1996 to 2015) in 1 nT bins of BZ(GSM) (along the horizontal axis) and of BZ(GSE) (along the
vertical axis). Because of the importance of averaging timescale discussed in section 2.3, plots are made for
T=1 h, shown in Figure 5a, and 1 h data converted to running (boxcar) means for averaging intervals of
(Figure 5b) T=6 h, and (Figure 5c) T=12 h. In all three panels, the points cluster along the diagonal (for
which< BZ(GSM)> T=<BZ(GSE)> T). Hence, the orientation factor introduces no bias but does introduce
Figure 5. (a–c) The numbers of IMF observations, N, in 1 nT bins of BZ(GSM) (horizontal axis) and BZ(GSE) (vertical axis): Bins
are colored according to log10(N) using the color scale shown. (d–f) Distributions of log10(N) with BZ(GSM): The grey shaded
area shows the distribution for all BZ(GSE); the red line is for in-ecliptic field (0.5 nT ≤ BZ(GSE)< +0.5 nT); the blue line
for 10 nT< BZ(GSE) ≤5 nT; and the green line for strongly southward out-of-ecliptic field, BZ(GSE) ≤10 nT. (g–i)
Time-of-day/time-of-year plots of |sin(δa + δd)|, where (δa + δd) is the rotation angle around the X axis between the GSE and
GSM reference frames. Data are for 1 January 1996–31 December 1915 and are for averaging timescales of T = 1 h for
Figures 5a, 5d, and 5g; T = 6 h for Figures 5b, 5e, and 5h; and T = 12 h for Figures 5c, 5f, and 5i.
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scatter. Moving to longer averaging timescales reduces this scatter but also reduces the range of values
detected. For all three T values, the strongest southward IMF in the GSM frame always occurs when there
is also strong southward out-of-ecliptic field component in the GSE frame. The R-M effect causes the scatter
in the plot and for Figure 5a this includes the effect of both the t-o-y and t-o-d variations, whereas in Figure 5c
the scatter is almost entirely due to the t-o-y variation alone as the diurnal variation has been almost comple-
tely averaged out.
Figures 5d–5f shows distributions of log10(N) as a function of BZ(GSM) for the same three averaging time-
scales T. In each of these plots, the grey shaded area is the distribution of BZ(GSM) values for all BZ(GSE),
the red line for near-in-ecliptic field (BZ(GSE) between 0.5 nT and +0.5 nT), the blue line for strong south-
ward out-of-ecliptic field (BZ(GSE) between 5 nT and 10 nT), and the green line for exceptionally strong
southward out-of-ecliptic field (BZ(GSE)<10 nT). The three plots show that distributions are increasingly
narrow for increasing T but that, in all three cases, the most geoeffective fields (the most negative Bz(GSM)
values) are always associated with strong out-of-ecliptic field in the GSE frame.
Figures 5g–5i show the t-o-d/t-o-y plots of the sine of rotation angle around the X axis between the GSE and
GSM reference frames. Each panel shows |< sin(δa + δd)> T| color contoured as a function of fraction of the
year, fyear (horizontal axis) and the UT (vertical axis), where δa and δd are the annual and diurnal components
caused by the tilt of Earth’s rotation axis and the offset of rotational and geomagnetic axes, respectively (as
defined in Figure 1). The angle (δa + δd) is the basis of the R-M effect, and Figure 5g shows the classic R-M
pattern, as also shown in Figure 2a. Comparison in Figures 5g and 5h shows that averaging has little effect
up to timescales of T= 6h and the R-M pattern is still clearly seen (the peaks are slight reduced magnitude
and are slightly elongated in the vertical direction). However for T= 12 h (Figure 5i) the diurnal variation is
averaged out and the pattern has become completely “axial” in form, like Figure 2c. Thus, for terrestrial dis-
turbances that involve forcing over 12 h or more the pattern for the R-M effect will give an axial t-o-d/t-o-y
response pattern rather than the well-known R-M form that is seen for T less than about 6 h. O’Brien and
McPherron [2002] show that large particle injections into the ring current display an axial dependence, which
contrasts with the magnetic indices that respond strongly to substorms, and which reveal an equinoctial pat-
tern (such as am in Figure 2e) [Cliver et al., 2000; Finch et al., 2008]. This discrepancy does, therefore, not appear
to fit with the old view of large injections being a substorm phenomenon. However, Reeves and Henderson
[2001] and Lui et al. [2001] have provided an explanation in which injections are driven by enhanced convec-
tion events as well as by substorms and that it is the former that has the more lasting effect in enhancing the
ring current. This being the case, we would expect sustained forcing to be more relevant and the t-o-d/t-o-y
pattern for large T, which Figure 4i shows axial in form, to be relevant to both particle injections and Dst.
Although injections do show an axial t-o-y/t-o-d pattern [O’Brien and McPherron, 2002], the corresponding pat-
tern forDst is close to, but not quite, axial [Cliver et al., 2000]: It shows the axial annual structure of Figure 2c but
also with a UT variation in the equinoctial peaks with a minimum index response around 12 UT. Takalo and
Mursula [2001] have demonstrated that this UT variation arises from the longitudinal distribution of the equa-
torial Dst stations, implying that the underlying t-o-y/t-o-d variation in Dst is indeed axial in form. Figure 2f
shows t-o-y/t-o-d pattern for Dst after it has been multiplied by the factor k(UT) modeled by Takalo and
Mursula [2001] that allows for the fact that the four Dst stations are not equally spaced in longitude. With this
correction, theDst pattern is clearly axial in form. However, close inspection shows that themaxima in Figure 2f
are slightly after those in Figure 2c, beingmore centered on the equinoxes than the dates of peak |sin(ΛE)| (the
former being 20days earlier than the latter). As noted by Russell and McPherron [1973], this indicates that this
axial effect is more likely to be associated with the annual part of the dipole tilt effects than the annual varia-
tion in the heliographic latitude of Earth,ΛE. Figure 5i demonstrates how this axial pattern would be consistent
with the R-M effect because of the long timescales of the Dst index response, as discussed in section 2.3.
Figure 6 presents a detailed analysis of the relative roles of the out-of-ecliptic field and the geometric (R-M)
effect in driving major storms, as detected in the Dst index. Figures 6a, 6d, and 6g are the same as Figure 5a
but limited to times when geomagnetic activity subsequently revealed a magnetic storm (identified by when
the Dst index fell below a threshold value, Dsto, within the next 12 h). All times when hourly means of Dst fell
below the threshold value were identified, giving the results shown in Figures 6a–6i for Dsto of 100 nT,
150 nT, and 200 nT, respectively. For each such hour, the most geoeffective IMF (the largest Bsin4(θ/2)
value in hourly means) in the prior 12 h was identified (including the hour in question, after the
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satellite-to-magnetopause propagation delay had been allowed for). The interval of 12 h was chosen from the
analysis of timescales discussed in section 3.3: in fact, a range of values between 0 and 24 h was tried and
the plots were not significantly different from those shown in Figure 6. The corresponding Bz(GSE) value
and the fraction of the year, fyear, at that time were then defined. Figures 6a, 6d, and 6g show the numbers
N of these values of peak geoeffective field estimates ahead of each storm (on the logarithmic scale shown)
as a function of Bz(GSM) and Bz(GSE). Points conforming to the idealized R-M effect (with Bz(GSE) = 0 but Bz
(GSM)< 0 due to a favorable dipole tilt angle) would lie along the horizontal dashed line. There is just one
example that fits this scenario for Dsto =100 nT and none for Dsto =150 nT nor Dsto =200 nT. Almost
all points lie within the Bz(GSE)< 0 and Bz(GSM)< 0 quadrant and many lie on the diagonal white dash-
dotted line where Bz(GSE) = Bz(GSM) (i.e., examples of storms where the geometric R-M effect has had no
influence). There is a small minority of points to the right of this diagonal, for which the R-M effect has actually
reduced the geoeffectiveness of the southward out-of-ecliptic field and yet a storm, at the required Dsto level,
still occurred. The great majority of cases are to the left of the diagonal, meaning that the R-M effect has com-
bined with the out-of-ecliptic field to enhance the disturbance. The yellow dash-dotted line is where Bz(GSM)
= 2 × Bz(GSE). To the left of this line, the geometric factor has contributed more than the out-of-ecliptic field.
Such cases are rare; less than 10 in number for Dsto =100 nT, and there is just one case for Dsto =150 nT
and for Dsto =200 nT. Temerin and Li [2002], like Russell and McPherron [1973] and Crooker et al. [1992],
Figure 6. Analysis of contribution to storms, as defined by the Dst index. Figures 6a, 6d, and 6g show the number N (on the
logarithmic scale given) of hourly means (T = 1 h) in 1 nT bins of< Bz(GSE)> T (vertical axis) and< Bz(GSM)> T (horizontal
axis) for the 1996–2015 IMF data set. Values are shown for the most negative< Bz(GSM)> T in the 12 h prior to each
observation of Dst<Dsto, where the Dst threshold, Dsto, is (a–c)100 nT, (d–f)150 nT, and (g–i)200 nT. The horizontal
and vertical white dashed lines in Figure 6a, 6d, and 6g are for Bz(GSE) = 0 and Bz(GSM) = 0, respectively, the diagonal white
dash-dotted line is for Bz(GSE) = Bz(GSM) and the yellow dash-dotted line is for Bz(GSM) = 2 × Bz(GSE). Figures 6b, 6e, and 6h
show the same for 1 nT bins of Bz(GSE) along the vertical axis and (1/24) year bins of the time-of-year (fyear, which varies
from zero on 1 January to unity on 31 December) along the horizontal axis. The horizontal dashed line is for Bz(GSE) = 0, and
the two vertical dashed lines mark the March and September equinoxes. (c, f, and i) display some mean annual variations.
The blue lines show 25 × f(Dst<Dsto) where f(Dst<Dsto) is the fraction of hours of Dst<Dsto, for the same thresholds,
Dsto, as the other two panels in each row. Figures 6c, 6f, and 6i also show three other variations in (1/24) year bins of fyear,:
(mauve line) 5 × f(CME), where f(CME) is the fraction of time when near-Earth space is perturbed by an identified ICME;
(black line) the mean Dst normalized to its maximum amplitude (minimum Dst) for data from 1996 to 2015, <Dst>/<
Dst>min; and (orange line)<Dst>/<Dst>min for the full Dst data set, covering 1957–2015.
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invoke the R-M effect as an important factor in driving storms. Here we find that in the vast majority of cases,
the storm is associated with a dominant effect of out-of-ecliptic field with a minor contribution from the R-M
geometric effect (between the white and yellow dash-dotted lines) and there are even a number of cases in
which the R-M effect worked to reduce the geoeffective field but not by so much that it prevented a storm.
3.2. The Semiannual Variation
Russell and McPherron [1973] argued that the R-M effect was the cause of the enhanced occurrence of large
geomagnetic storms at the equinoxes. A key test of the idea that the R-M effect is central to any semiannual
variation was made by Zhao and Zong [2012]. These authors showed that which of the two equinoxes was
favored in generating geomagnetic activity depended on the polarity of the IMF BY(GSE) component. This
is a unique prediction of the R-M effect, as discussed section 2. On the other hand, Figures 5 and 6 show
that although the R-M effect is a factor in solar wind magnetosphere coupling, large storms almost always
follow strong southward, out-of-ecliptic field in the GSE frame. This section discusses these apparently
contradictory findings.
Figures 6b, 6e, and 6f show the occurrence of the lowest Bz(GSE) hourly values as a function fyear for all cases
when a storm that exceeded the Dsto threshold followed in the subsequent 12 h. All data are for (1/24) fyear
bins. The tendency for storms to occur around the equinoxes can be seen. Figure 6b, for Dsto =100 nT,
shows that storms for smaller |BZ(GSE)| are more clustered around the equinoxes ,whereas for more south-
ward BZ(GSE), they are more evenly distributed through the year. The same feature can be seen for
Dsto =150 nT (Figure 6e) andDsto =200 nT (Figure 6f), even though the number of storms is much smaller.
The blue line in each plot in the right-hand column of Figure 6 shows the fraction of hours that Dst is less than
the Dsto value, f(Dst<Dsto) for the Dsto of that row and compares it to three other annual variations. Note
that each f(Dst<Dsto) variation has been multiplied by 25 to put it on the common scale between 0 and 1
given on the right-hand side of each panel. The black lines in each of these plots show the annual variation
of the average value of Dst, normalized by dividing by its largest negative value<Dst>/<Dst>min for the
1996–2015 interval (note that both<Dst> and<Dst>min are negative so<Dst>/<Dst>min is positive).
For these data, the semiannual variation is clear but the March equinox peak is considerably smaller than
the September one. This is not a general feature: the orange line again shows<Dst>/<Dst>min, but for
the full Dst data set (1957–2015). For this longer data set, the March and September peaks are comparable.
The lower peak for March in the shorter data set may be due to biases introduced by the missing part of the
Hale cycle in the 1996–2015 data set (introducing a bias into Bz(GSM) via the combined R-C/R-M effect)
and/or the fact that solar cycle 24 is much less active than cycle 23. For all three Dsto levels, the annual varia-
tion in the occurrence of storms with Dst<Dsto in 1996–2015 mirrors the annual variation in mean Dst to
some extent.
Lastly, themauve lines in Figures 6c, 6f, and 6i show the fraction of time that the near-Earth satellite is within a
defined ICME (see section 3.4), f(CME) (here multiplied by 5 for the same scale). Although there is consider-
able bin-to-bin variability, f(CME) does not show any clear semiannual variation. This is consistent with
surveys of the heliographic latitudinal distribution of CME occurrence. For example, Yashiro et al. [2004] sur-
veyed 7000 CME events between 1996 and 2002. For 1997 (near sunspot minimum), 80% of CMEs were cen-
tered on a heliographic latitude of 17°S and 21°N—a distribution that is narrow enough for the variation of
Earth between 7°S and 7°N could decrease the ICME occurrence at Earth at the equinoxes. However, because
the average latitudinal width of each CME at this time was 47°, the effect is negligibly small. By 2006 (near
sunspot maximum) 80% of CMEs were between 61°S and 65°N in a flat-topped distribution, so no annual
variation in CME occurrence is expected to result from the annual variation in Earth’s heliographic latitude.
Figure 7 investigates the annual variations further. Figure 7a shows the mean values of<Dst> and the num-
ber of hours when Dst is lower than a threshold value of Dsto =200 nT. In both cases the red/black line is for
hours when the mean IMF< BY(GSE)> T over the prior T= 12 h was positive/negative. The<Dst> values are
all negative and reveal unambiguously the R-M effect with larger disturbances near the March/September
equinoxes when the prior IMF BY(GSE) has been predominantly negative/positive, respectively. As noted
by Zhao and Zong [2012], this is a unique signature of the R-M effect. The number of storm hours with
Dsto<Dsto (for which values are always positive) does show this effect, but it is much less pronounced.
The effect is more clearly present for Dsto =100 nT (not shown) but becomes increasingly weaker for larger
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disturbances, such as for the Dsto =200 nT case that is shown. Although there is still an effect of the prior
IMF BY(GSE), it is much less pronounced for the large storms than for the mean values.
The colored pixels in the other panels of Figure 7 show N, the number of negative Bz(GSE) samples in 1 nT bin
of Bz(GSE) and (1/24) bins of the time-of-year fraction, fyear: Figure 7b is for averaging timescale T=1 h,
Figure 7c is for T= 6h, and Figure 7d is for T=12 h. On each panel are also plotted the occurrences of large
Dst disturbances (times a negative constant, c), quantified by the number of hours giving Dst<Dsto for
thresholds of Dsto =100 nT (mauve line), Dsto =150 nT (blue line) and Dsto =200 nT (green line). For
all three thresholds there are peaks in the occurrence of storm-level Dst values are quite close to the
equinoxes (marked by the vertical dashed lines): The peaks for fyear< 0.5 are all close to the March equinox
but the peaks for fyear> 0.5 are all notably after the September equinox. The peaks in these occurrences can
be seen to be accompanied by an increase in the number of larger negative Bz(GSE) in the 1 hmeans (Figure 7
b) but not all such occurrences cause large negative Dst. A relationship is much clearer for longer averaging
timescales of T=6 h. (Figure 7c) and most clear for T= 12 h (Figure 7d).
The mauve curves in Figures 6a, 6d, and 6g show that there is a peak in the occurrence of ICMEs at Earth,
f(CME), between the September equinox and the December solstice that coincides with the peak in the
occurrence of large-storm hours, f(Dst<200nT). At this peak there is little or no R-M effect for the largest
storms, with< Bz(GSE)> T≈<Bz(GSM)> T (for T=12h) and the storms occurring roughly equally for the
two polarities of< BY(GSE)> T. However, there is no such peak in f(CME) at the March equinox and yet there
is a peak, albeit a smaller one, in f(Dst<200nT) and enhanced, long-lived southward field seen in< Bz
(GSE)> T. Again, at this peak there is little R-M effect for the strongest storms (<Bz(GSE)> T≈<Bz(GSM)> T
Figure 7. (a) The mean Dst and the number of hours of Dst below the threshold Dsto of 200 nT, N(Dst<200 nT) as a
function of t-o-y (fyear): red/black lines are for when the mean IMF BY(GSE) in the previous 12 h was positive/negative,
respectively. Negative values are<Dst>, positive values are N(Dst<200 nT). (b, c, and d) The occurrence of southward
IMF Bz(GSE) as a function of time-of-year, fyear, for averaging timescale T of (1) 1 h, (2) 6 h, and (3) 12 h. The number of
samples, N, in 1 nT bins of Bz(GSE) and (1/24) bins of fyear is shown, normalized to the total number for that fyear bin, ΣN.
Note that each pixel is colored on a logarithmic scale of N/ΣN. By using a maximum of zero on each Bz(GSE) axis, the plots
show only the results for southward IMF. Note also that different Bz(GSE) scales are used for the three panels because the
distributions are narrower for larger T. Each panel also shows the number of hours, times a negative constant (c< 0), of
Dst<Dsto for thresholds of (mauve line) Dsto =100 nT, (blue line) Dsto =150 nT, and (green line) Dsto =200 nT. The
value of c is different in the three panels and c is negative to make visual comparison with the Bz(GSE) occurrence easier.
Vertical dashed white lines mark the equinoxes.
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and no preference for either polarity
of< BY(GSE) )> T for the fyear bin
around March equinox (although there
is for the subsequent fyear bin). The
strongest peak of all in f(CME) is found
just after fyear = 0.5 and is accompanied
by enhanced, long-lived southward
field but only a very weak response in
f(Dst<200 nT).
Thus, the cause of the annual variation in
the largest storms shown in Figures 6 and
7 is complex. The largest feature in the
annual variation for the last 20 years
appears to be caused by the effect of
the stochastic nature of ICME occurrence
at Earth and hence of their associated
large, persistent, out-of-ecliptic south-
ward field, hitting Earth’smagnetosphere.
Because we are dealing with a very small
number ofDst<200nT events, this sto-
chastic nature is apparent, even in this
20 year survey. Chance is also the most
likely explanation of why ICME events and storms around fyear = 0 have beenmuch rarer than around fyear = 0.5;
however, the events that occurred around fyear = 0.5 caused notable fewer storm hours than the events that
followed the March and September equinoxes.
Figures 6 and 7 help us understand the relative roles of out-of-ecliptic field and the R-M effect in generating
storms. Some storms are caused purely by out-of-ecliptic southward IMF, and we infer that these can occur
at any phase of the year. (However, the release times of CMEs introduces a random sampling effect when
we look at the very small number of very large events) Other storms are also predominantly caused by
out-of-ecliptic southward IMF but have been enhanced by a favorable R-M effect. The larger the contribution
of the R-M effect, the more likely the storm is to be around the equinox. The larger the storm, the smaller the
R-M contribution.
There is one other possibility we should address. There is no doubt that the R-M effect is clearly present in
average Dst values, and so it is possible that more disturbed average conditions, ahead of the arrival of the
event driver, could precondition the magnetosphere, making the storm magnitude larger for a given magni-
tude of geoeffective field within the event driver. Note that this effect, if present, would be the opposite of
the preconditioning proposed by Lavraud et al. [2006] and Borovsky and Denton [2006] which is due to a prior
period of northward IMF (as discussed in section 2.2). This would allow the R-M effect to impose an annual
variation even if it was not itself a significant contributor to the geoeffective field of the event driver.
However, we could find no statistical evidence for any such effect in the limited number of storm events
available in the data set.
3.3. Timescale of Out-of-Ecliptic Field Variations
In this paper, we investigate the effects of both persistence andmagnitude of out-of-ecliptic IMF. The solid and
dash-dotted lines in Figure 8 (top) show the overall autocorrelation functions (“acfs”) of hourlymeans of, respec-
tively, Bz(GSE) and Pz(GSE), where Pz(GSE) is the polarity of Bz(GSE) (defined by Pz(GSE) =+1 for Bz(GSE)≥ 0.1 nT,
Pz(GSE) =1 for Bz(GSE)≤0.1 nT and Pz(GSE) = 0 for 0.1 nT> Bz(GSE)>0.1 nT). These acfs are, respectively,
termed a(t) and aP(t) and are derived from the 1996–2016 data set. Both acfs are close to zero at a lag t of
1 day and much of the variability causing this is in the polarity of Bz(GSE) as aP(t) is a narrower acf than a(t).
Figure 8 (bottom) shows the number of intervals, N, for which the IMF maintains a southward polarity (in the
GSE frame) for between t and t+dt (for dt=1h) as function of t. Note that log10(N) is plotted. The vast majority
of intervals of southward IMF are under a day in duration, giving the acfs shown in the top interval.
Figure 8. Effects of timescale on the IMF Bz(GSE) component. (top) The
solid line is the autocorrelation function (acf) a(t) of Bz(GSE) and the
dash-dotted line is the acf aP(t) of the polarity of Bz(GSE), Pz(GSE), as a
function of lag, t. (bottom) The logarithm of the number of intervals, N, of
constant southward polarity Pz(GSE)< 0 lasting between t and t+ dt for dt
of 1 h, as a function of t.
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This raises the question as to what extent prolonged out-of-ecliptic field matters in driving terrestrial distur-
bance. Various values of the threshold, Dsto, were implemented to investigate this: Specifically, Dsto
of 125 nT, 150 nT, 175 nT, 200 nT, and 225 nT yielded, respectively, 51, 29, 22, 17, and 11 storms
for the 20 year interval studied. Twometrics for the intensity of the storm are employed, similar to those used
byWeigel [2010]. The first is the minimum Dst reached during the storm, [Dst]min the second is the integral of
Dst over the interval when Dst<Dsto which is termed [Dst]int. The former is more useful if the largest distur-
bance (minimum Dst) is most relevant to the space weather effect under consideration, irrespective of how
long the storm lasts. The latter is more useful if the space weather effect is accumulated and integrated over
the storm such that its duration matters as well as its maximum amplitude. To evaluate the effect of time-
scale, we here consider two metrics of the IMF, namely, (i) the southward IMF coupling function in GSM
coordinates< Bsin4(θ/2)> T and (ii) the absolute value of the out-of-ecliptic field, <|Bz(GSE)|> T. These are
both averaged over an interval of duration T leading up to the end of the storm for the [Dst]int metric and
leading up to the peak of the storm for the [Dst]min metric. In other words, for [Dst]int we consider< |Bz
(GSE)|> T and< Bsin
4(θ/2)> T over the interval between (tend-T) and tend, where tend is the time of the end
of the storm, when Dst has risen back up and is equal to Dsto. For [Dst]min we consider< |Bz(GSE)|> T
and< Bsin4(θ/2)> T over the interval between (tpeak T) and tpeak, where tpeak is the time of minimum Dst
during the storm. Note that T is plotted on a logarithmic scale in Figure 9.
Figure 9a shows the (anti)correlation between [Dst]int and< Bsin
4(θ/2)> T as a function of T for the five Dsto
thresholds adopted. Figure 9b is the same for [Dst]min. The vertical dashed lines are at T= 1day and
T=27 days. The best anticorrelation is for [Dst]int and occurs for the largest storms (Dst< 200 nT, blue and
Figure 9. Correlations r between two Dst storm quantifiers and: (a and b) The integral of the IMF coupling function
Bsin4(θ/2) (where θ is the IMF clock angle in the GSM frame) and (c and d) the integral of the out-of-ecliptic field |Bz
(GSE)| over intervals of duration T. In Figure 9a and 9c, the intervals are between (tend T) and tend, where tend is the time
of the end of the storm interval and the correlation is with the integrated Dst, [Dst]int over storm intervals defined by
Dst<Dsto. In Figure 9b and 9d the intervals are between (tpeak T) and tpeak, where tpeak is the peak of the storm, when
Dst = [Dst]min, and the correlation is with [Dst]min. The various lines are for different Dst thresholds defining the storms:
Dsto: (red)125 nT, (orange)150 nT, (green)175 nT, (blue)200 nT, and (mauve)225 nT. The vertical dashed lines are
at T = 1 day and T = 27 days.
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mauve lines). This occurs at T ≈ 3 days which shows that the duration of intervals of out-of-ecliptic field,
as well as their magnitude matters when we consider integrated metrics such as [Dst]int. On the other
hand, Figure 9b shows that predicting the peak of the storm, [Dst]min is best done with the average
of< Bsin4(θ/2)> T over a 6 h interval before the peak.
Figures 9c and 9d repeat this analysis without knowledge of the direction of the field, by using the absolute
value of the out-of-ecliptic field,<|Bz(GSE)|> T. This is of interest because from coronal and heliospheric ima-
ging, with MHD modeling of the heliosphere, we may be able to predict the magnitude of the out-of-ecliptic
field much more easily than we can predict the southward component. Note that the anticorrelation of
[Dst]int and< |Bz(GSE)|> T is 0.9 at T= 4.5 days for the largest storms and such a high correlation has been
obtained without any consideration of the polarity of the out-of-ecliptic field. It appears that this is largely
because the largest events are caused by flux rope structures, usually containing both northward and south-
ward field and when averages are taken over 4.5 days |Bz(GSE)| is related to the geoeffective component that
has Bz(GSE)< 0. In addition, event sheaths tend to also contain both polarities of (enhanced) out-of-ecliptic
field [Owens et al., 2005]. This means that for the largest disturbances, we may not have to place so much
emphasis on predicting the southward component of the IMF, if we are interested in the integrated effect
of the storm, [Dst]int. (This is true as long as we can accept a relatively small number of false alarms due to
“N-type” unipolar clouds containing only northward IMF: Note also that there remain some differences
between the responses to north-then-south and south-then-north bipolar clouds [Fenrich and Luhmann,
1998; Kilpua et al., 2012].) Figure 9d is the same plot for |Bz(GSE)| and the peak disturbance, [Dst]min. In this
case peak anticorrelation is found for T=6 h, as for< Bsin4(θ/2)> T, but the best correlation is 0.75 (and less
for the largest storms). Hence, without knowing the polarity of out-of-ecliptic field, [Dst]min is not as predict-
able as [Dst]int.
In Figures 9b and 9d the peak anticorrelation with [Dst]min is at T= 6h for all cases, i.e., the amplitude of the
peak of the storm correlates best with the southward IMF averaged over the previous 6 h. However, using the
Fisher Z test [Lockwood, 2002], we find that the anticorrelation is not significantly different from its peak value
(at the 2σ level) for T between 4 h and T of 12 h. This is the reason why, when searching for the most
southward IMF ahead of each storm time hour (Dst<Dsto) in Figure 6, we used themaximum Bsin
4(θ/2) value
in the prior 12 h.
3.4. Identification of ICMEs and CIRs
The OMNI2 data set of hourly solar wind and interplanetary observations is here sorted into various classifica-
tions: (1) inside a ICME core; (2) within the sheath ahead of an ICME; (3) within 1.5 days of a CIR or SIR; (4)
within 1.5 days of a sector boundary (but with no CIR/SIR nor ICME detected); and (5) quiet solar wind not
influenced by CIRs, SIRs, or CMEs but containing small transients (STs), smaller-scale structure, and sector
crossings that are not accompanied by an ICME or CIR/SIR. In fact, classification (4) is not used hereafter as
it was found to give almost identical results to classification (5): In other words, sector boundaries are not
in themselves significant and have relevance only because they tend to be sites where both ICMEs and
CIR/SIRs occur.
To define CIRs (and other stream interaction regions, SIRs, which are not necessarily corotating), we use the pro-
cedure adopted by Scott et al. [2014]. The arrival of high-speed solar wind streams can be inferred from changes
in the VY(GSE) component of the flow [McPherron et al., 2004; Denton et al., 2009; Davis et al., 2012]. A bipolar VY
(GSE) signature is formed because the stream interface ahead of the fast flow is generally oriented in the Parker
spiral direction and as it is pushed in the –X direction by the fast stream, this generates a flow in the –Y direction
ahead of the stream interface. Behind the interface, the fast flow is deflected by the angled interface in the+ Y
direction. Figure 10 shows a superposed epoch study based on the time to when VY(GSE) changes from nega-
tive to positive and the 5hour running mean of VY(GSE) subsequently exceeds a threshold VYo. Events that are
classified as ICMEs (see below) are excluded. We note the similarity between Figure 10 and the schematic of a
typical recurrent storm in Figure 11 of Tsurutani et al. [2006]. The value of the threshold VYo usedwas varied, and
its effects are discussed later in this paper. In Figure 10 VYo= 30kms
1 was used, which identifies 4885
CIRs/SIRs, which is an average of 18 per solar rotation. If the threshold is raised to VYo= 70 kms
1, just 223
CIRs/SIRs are identified which is an average of 0.8 per solar rotation. Figure 10 (first panel) shows the average
variation of VY(GSE) as a function of (t to). Figure 10 (second panel) shows that around the time of the
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CIR/SIR, the radial flow speed VX(GSE)
increases and Figure 10 (third panel)
shows that the IMF peaks due to the
compression by the fast solar wind driver
gas seen at t> to. For the VYo shown, the
average B is enhanced by about 67%.
Figure 10 (fourth panel) shows that the
out-of-ecliptic field |Bz(GSE)| is increased
at the time of the CIR/SIR by a compar-
able fraction, showing the main effect,
on average, is due to the compressive
effect on B, rather than an orientation
change in the field direction. At the end
of the plot, (t to) = 72h, VX(GSE)
remains enhanced and |Bz(GSE)| (and, to
a much smaller degree, B) are depressed,
compared to pre-event levels. However,
after about (t to) = 36h, the field is
reasonably constant, indicating this is a
feature of the fast solar wind flow region
rather than the transition from slow to
fast solar wind (i.e., the CIR/SIR itself).
Both B and VX(GSE) begin to be
enhanced at around (t to) =36h.
This was found to be roughly the case
independent of the VYo used, and so we here take the out-of-ecliptic field to have been influenced by the
CIR/SIR for all times within 36h of the CIR/SIR center: However, note that fast and slow solar winds in either side
of this interval have different average field properties.
Figure 11 shows the same composite plots for the ICME events identified in the catalogue of Cane
and Richardson [2003] and Richardson and Cane [2010], as updated to the present day in the online list
Figure 11. Superposed epoch plot for ICMEs in the same format as Figure 10. Time t= to is defined as the start time of ICME
particle disturbance upstream of the foreshock in the catalogue by Richardson and Cane [2010] (updated to 1 January 2016).
Figure 10. Superposed epoch plot (composite) of average flow and field
variations around CIRs/SIRs. Time t = to is defined by when the Y compo-
nent of the solar wind velocity in the GSE frame, VY(GSE), changed from
negative to positive and the 5 h mean of VY(GSE) subsequently (in the
next 16 h) exceeded a threshold of VYo = +30 km s
1, but there was no
ICMEs present in the catalogue by Richardson and Cane [2010] (updated
to 1 January 2016). The variations with epoch time (t to) are shown for
(first panel) VY(GSE), the radial solar wind speed away from the Sun,
(second panel) VX(GSE), (third panel) the IMF field strength B, and
(fourth panel) the out-of-ecliptic field |BZ(GSE)|.
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(see Acknowledgments for URL). This yields 472 events. To make the plots simple, we take the time to for
ICMEs to be the estimated start of any ICME-associated disturbance, based primarily on plasma andmagnetic
field observations [see Cane and Richardson, 2003]. This means that some of the gradual decline of the events
with increasing (t to) will be caused by the variation in the durations of events; however, as the shock,
sheath, and entry into the event core follow relatively quickly after this onset time, these features are less
smeared out for this choice of to. Figure 10 (first panel) shows that ICMEs also drive a bipolar signature in
VY(GSE), but it is much weaker, on average, than for the CIRs/SIRs for the set defined here; however, we note
that some ICME sheaths contain large VY(GSE) flow deflections [Owens and Cargill, 2004]. Figure 10 (second
panel) shows the driver plasma with increased VX(GSE) within the event, and Figure 10 (third and fourth
panels) shows the average enhancements in B and |Bz(GSE)| during the events. In these ICMEs, the average
rise in B is of order 60% whereas that in |Bz(GSE)| is about 125% showing that changes in field orientation
contribute considerably to the out-of-ecliptic field during these events. Using the ICME catalogue timings
and classifications, we also distinguish between ICME event cores and the ICME sheaths ahead of them.
4. The Spectra of Out-of-Ecliptic Fields
4.1. Occurrence Spectra in Hourly Data for Different Regions
Figure 12a shows the spectra of out-of-ecliptic field in the various types of solar wind discussed in the pre-
vious section. The number of hourly means (T= 1h), n, giving< Bz(GSE)> T falling in bins of width dBz
(GSE) = 1 nT, is plotted on a logarithmic scale as a function of Bz(GSE) for the various classifications of the solar
wind. The cyan line is for within ICME sheaths: n is relatively low because these sheath regions are not exten-
sive and pass over the satellites relatively quickly. The orange line is for within ICME cores; the n values are
higher because these regions are more extensive than the sheath regions but the shape of the spectrum is
similar, and hereafter, we combine ICME sheaths and cores into a single ICME category, the spectrum for
Figure 12. Spectra of hourly Bz(GSE) values for various classifications of the solar wind. (a) The logarithm of the number of
hourly values, n, in 1 nT bins for 1996–2015 is shown for (cyan line) within ICME sheaths; (orange line) within ICME
cores; (green line) within either part of an ICME; (blue line) within 1.5 days of a CIR/SIR; and (mauve line) outside these
definitions of CIRs/SIRs or ICMEs. CIRs/SIRs are here defined as non-ICME events that cause a bipolar VY(GSE) signature that
exceeds a threshold, VYo, of +30 km s
1, as in Figure 9. (b) The normalized spectra corresponding to Figure 12a: the
logarithm of the pdf, n/Σn, is plotted, where the sum is over all Bz(GSE).
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which is shown by the green line. The blue line is for within 1.5 days of a CIR/SIR, here defined using the VY
(GSE) threshold VYo = +30 km s
1, as in Figure 10. Lastly, the mauve line is for “quiet” solar wind outside both
CIRs/SIRs and ICMEs for the above definitions.
Figure 12b presents the same spectra, using the same line colors, after normalization: That is, the logarithm of
the probability density function (pdf) is plotted, n/Σn, where the sum is over all Bz(GSE) for that classification.
This shows that the pdfs for ICMEs are broader, with a higher occurrence frequency within the events of large
out-of-ecliptic field than for CIRs or the quiet solar wind. However, note that the tails of the distributions in
Figure 12a are very similar for themauve, blue, and green lines, showing that when convolved with the occur-
rence rate of the solar wind classification, both the quiet solar wind and CIRs/SIRs yield as many hours of large
out-of-ecliptic field as do ICMEs.
4.2. Effect of Timescale on Occurrence Spectra
Figure 12 is only for hourly averaged data, which is not the relevant timescale for all terrestrial disturbance
indices. Figure 13 investigates the effect of averaging timescale T on these spectra. Note that as T is increased,
it rises above the durations of the transient events (CIRs/SIRs and ICMEs), and subsequently, the changes in
mean values become caused by averaging successive events together. Each vertical slice in each panel of
Figure 13 is a pdf spectrum, i.e., n/Σn, as shown in Figure 12b for the case of T= 1h. The averaging timescale
T is varied from 1 h to 1 year, in quantized quasi-logarithmic steps. The horizontal T scale is logarithmic with
the left-hand edge being for T= 1h and the right-hand edge for T=1 year. The vertical dashed white lines are
at T=1 day and T= 27 days (the latter being themean solar rotation period, as seen from Earth). In all cases, as
expected, the width of the Bz(GSE) spectrum shrinks with increasing T, until it is close to a delta function at
T=1 year. However, the various classifications do not behave in the same way. The most important feature
is that the distribution remains broader with increasing T for within ICMEs. This provides an explanation
why ICMEs are the best drivers of storms with the largest integrated Dst values, [Dst]int. Figure 9c shows that
[Dst]int correlates best with< |Bz(GSE)|> T for T≈ 4.5 days and Figure 13c shows that at this T, ICMEs provide
the broadest distribution, i.e., the largest out-of-ecliptic field (both northward and southward). The reason for
this is the persistence of the field, as demonstrated by Figure 14. Figure 14 (top) subdivides the acf of the Z
Figure 13. Spectrograms showing the variation of Bz(GSE) spectra with averaging timescale, T, for data from between 1
January 1976 and 1 January 2016. The normalized pdfs are shown as a function of Bz(GSE) and T for (a) all data; (b) all
data outside CIRs/SIRs and ICMEs; (c) within ICMEs (sheaths and cores); and (d) within 3 days of a CIR/SIR in the same
interval, CIRs/SIRs being defined by the VY(GSE) threshold of VYo = +30 km s
1 used in Figures 10 and 12. The vertical
dashed white lines are at T = 1 day and T = 27 days.
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field polarity PZ(GSE), aP(t) (that was shown in Figure 8a) into the various solar wind classifications. These acfs
are generated by only including pairs of data points at a given lag where both the original and lagged data
series have the required classification (ICME, CIR/SIR, or quiet solar wind). The green line is for within ICMEs
and aP(t) is seen to be broader than for within CIRs/SIRs and for the quiet solar wind. Figure 14 (bottom)
corresponds to Figure 8 (bottom) and shows the durations of intervals of constant southward IMF polarity
for the three classifications. To compare the distributions, the number of intervals N has been normalized
by the total number of intervals for that classification, ΣN. Note that (N/ΣN) is again plotted on a logarithmic
scale. Although there is very little difference between the distributions for the shorter intervals, there are
proportionally more long intervals of constant IMF BZ polarity within ICMEs. In terms of overall occurrence,
Figure 12a shows that CIRs and the quiet solar wind provide as many hours of large out-of-ecliptic field
but Figures 13 and 14 show that they are not as continuous as they are within ICMEs and it is this longevity
of intervals of large southward IMF that makes ICMEs more geoeffective. This is consistent with the conclu-
sions of Kozyra et al. [2006] and Turner et al. [2009] who invoked the more sustained nature of forcing as
the reason why CIR storms are generally larger than CME storms for a given total energy input into
the magnetosphere.
4.3. Origins of Out-of-Ecliptic Field in the Quiet Solar Wind
The large number of hours in the quiet solar wind showing large out-of-ecliptic field, as demonstrated by
Figure 12a, is a surprise, and it is worth investigating their origin. The previous section shows that despite
the magnitude of the out-of-ecliptic IMF, the southward directed field in this classification is much less geoef-
fective because it persists for shorter intervals, which means that it originates from smaller-scale structure.
Figure 15 studies the effect of the VY(GSE) threshold used to define CIRs/SIRs, VYo, on the CIR/SIR spectrum
shown in Figure 12a. The various blue lines are for the labeled VYo thresholds which have been varied
between 10 km s1 and 80 km s1. It is apparent that as VYo is reduced, more CIRs/SIRs are defined, and
the sample numbers n increase. Not as expected is that the shape of the distribution remains the same
and that shape is the same as the distribution for the quiet solar wind (shown in mauve in Figure 15 for
VYo = 30 km s
1). In general, the n values for the quiet solar wind fall a little as VYo is decreased and more
Figure 14. Effects of timescale on the IMF Bz(GSE) component for three classifications of the solar wind. (top) The autocor-
relation function aP(t) of the polarity of Bz(GSE), Pz(GSE), as a function of lag, t. (bottom) The logarithm of the normalized
number of intervals, N, of constant southward polarity Pz(GSE)< 0 lasting between t and t + dt for dt of 1 h, log10(N/ΣN), as
a function of t. In Figure 14 (top and bottom), the green line is for within ICMEs, the blue line is for within 1.5 days of a CIR/
SIR (defined using VYo = 30 km s
1), and the mauve line is for the quiet solar wind, outside of CIRs, SIRs, and ICMEs.
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hourly means are classed as being within
a CIR/SIR rather than the quiet solar wind.
However, the long intervals spent in the
quiet solar wind make this effect small
(i.e., there is only a small fractional drop
in n) and for the log10(n) scale used,
the difference cannot be seen for VYo
between 30 km s1 and 80 km s1. For
VYo below 30 km s
1, the decrease in n
can be detected but the shape (the nor-
malized spectrum) remains the same
(not shown). Hence, it appears that the
quiet solar wind spectrum is largely
caused by small stream-stream interac-
tions (at least as they are seen at 1 AU,
they may have been larger closer to the
Sun and decayed).
4.4. Relationship of Out-of-Ecliptic
Field and Deviations From
Parker Spiral
Heliospheric effects such as ICMEs and
stream-stream interactions drive out-of-
ecliptic field by deflecting the heliospheric magnetic field in the north-south (elevation) direction, but they
also cause deviations from Parker spiral field by deflecting the field orientation in the azimuthal direction.
Just as the out-of-ecliptic field tends to zero as increasingly longer averaging timescales are used, so the field
orientation tends to that predicted by Parker spiral theory [Hapgood et al., 1991]. Figure 16 analyzes the
Figure 16. (top) The mean normalized out-of-ecliptic field component< |Bz(GSE)/B|> T and (bottom) the mean normal-
ized in-ecliptic IMF component orthogonal to the predicted Parker spiral direction< |ΔBPS/B|> T. Both are shown as a
function of averaging timescale T. The line colors are as in Figure 13: (cyan) inside ICME sheaths; (orange line) inside ICME
cores; (green line) in ICMEs, (blue line) within 3 days of a CIR/SIR; and (mauve line) outside CIRs, SIRs or ICMEs. CIRs/SIRs are
here defined as non-ICME events that cause a bipolar VY(GSE) signature that exceeds a threshold, VYo, of +30 km s
1, as in
Figure 10. The vertical dashed lines are at T = 1 day and T = 27 days.
Figure 15. The effect of the VY(GSE) threshold, VYo. The blue lines are the
hourly Bz(GSE) spectra for within 3 days of a CIR/SIR defined by a bipolar
VY(GSE) signature that exceeds a threshold, VYo, which is here varied
between +10 km s1 and +80 km s1 . The mauve line is the spectra
outside CIRs, SIRs, or ICMEs, as shown in Figure 12: this is for VYo =
+30 km s1 and is only very weakly dependent on VYo for the logarith-
mic scale of n used.
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variation of both elevational and azimuthal IMF deviations with timescale T for the various types of solar wind
considered here. Figure 16 (top) shows the mean value of< |Bz(GSE)|/B> T as a function of T, Figure 16
(bottom) shows the field component normal to the predicted Parker spiral field direction (for the prevailing
solar wind speed), again as a ratio of the IMF magnitude, <ΔBPS/B> T. The color coding of the lines are as
used in Figure 12. The most important feature is that the behavior in the two parts of Figure 16 (top and
bottom) is very similar. The plot for CIRs/SIRs (blue line) is for the threshold VYo = 30 km s
1, other thresholds
are not shown, but for lower VYo the blue lines in Figure 16 (top and bottom) get even closer to the mauve
lines which are for the quiet solar wind classification. The main effect of increasing VYo is to make the leveling
out at T between 1 and 27 days more pronounced. This is because for higher VYo the selection tends toward,
at most, one event per solar rotation. This feature can be detected in the ICME behavior because for quieter
intervals many solar rotations contain just one ICME.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
Geometric factors, controlled by the position of the Earth in its annual orbit (through the tilt of Earth rota-
tional axis) and by the universal time (through its rotation and the offset of the geomagnetic and rotational
axes), influence the geoeffectiveness of the solar wind on the terrestrial magnetosphere, ionosphere, and
thermosphere. However, we have demonstrated that their effects are limited and the largest storms are
mainly caused by large out-of-ecliptic IMF embedded in the solar wind flow with relatively minor influence
of the dipole tilt effects. Some smaller storms are caused by large out-of-ecliptic IMF, with a secondary influ-
ence of the dipole tilt effects and these tend to be more common around the equinoxes This causes the char-
acteristic signature of the R-M effect in the IMF BY/t-o-y behavior of the averageDst index, a signature that can
be seen in the numbers of smaller Dst storms but is hardly detected in the corresponding behavior for
larger storms.
The quiet solar wind and CIRs/SIRs both give as many hours of strongly out-of-ecliptic IMF, and hence
strongly southward IMF, as do ICME transits. This is true for any quantitative definition of the word “strong.”
It is somewhat surprising that ICMEs, sheaths, and SIR/CIRs show such similar spectra of hourly averaged IMF
|Bz| and that the total number of hours of large |Bz| is a great in the quiet solar wind as in transient events and
around stream-stream interfaces. It is well documented that nearly all intense storms are related to ICMEs
[e.g., Huttunen et al., 2002; Richardson and Cane, 2012], and we here provide evidence that this is because
within ICMEs the IMF tends to remain consistently southward, rather than fluctuating rapidly in polarity.
The sustained southward IMF would allow magnetospheric convection to increase strongly and steadily
and to build up the ring current. For CIRs/SIRs the sustained out-of-ecliptic field means that although
they are generally less geoeffective than ICMEs, they have a greater effect than might have been expected
[Kozyra et al., 2006; Turner et al., 2009]. Hence, we have presented evidence that ICMEs are more geoeffective
in terms of enhancing Dst, not because they contain stronger southward IMF but because that strong south-
ward IMF is more persistent and longer lived and this is consistent with how the ring current is enhanced dur-
ing storms.
The spectrum for CIRs/SIRs converges with that of the quiet solar wind as the threshold of the Y component of
the solar wind speed, used to define CIRs/SIRs, is reduced. From this we conclude that weaker stream-stream
interactions are the dominant driver of out-of-ecliptic field in the quiet solar wind. We also show that for all
classes of the solar wind, the variation of the out-of-ecliptic field with averaging timescale is the same as the
variation of the field component normal to the predicted Parker spiral field direction. This strongly suggests
that the out-of-ecliptic field shares the same origin as the deviation of the field from Parker spiral orientation.
The effect of timescale explains why the response of the Dst index and of ring current injections is, essentially,
axial in its time-of-day/time-of-year pattern, while the solar wind forcing has a Russell-McPherron pattern. The
equinoctial pattern is seen only for features which respond strongly to the substorm current wedge in sub-
storm expansion phases because it is formed by processes influencing the near tail and/or aurora ionospheric
electrojet and not by an equinoctial effect on magnetopause reconnection, as was demonstrated by Finch
et al. [2008]. This supports the concept of Lyatsky et al. [2001] that the equinoctial pattern in range-based
geomagnetic indices is associated with the solar illumination of one of the auroral electrojets rather than
an effect on dayside magnetopause reconnection voltage, although it does not eliminate the possibility of
an effect of the UT variation in the tail “hinge” angle [Kivelson and Hughes, 1990]. The axial pattern for
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moderate-to-large Dst perturbations is shown to be consistent with the R-M forcing, and the effect of the
longer timescale over which the forcing needs to persist to give a major Dst disturbance. The out-of-ecliptic
field (irrespective of its north/south polarity) has exceptionally high correlation with the subsequent inte-
grated Dst response for averaging timescales of 4–5 days: A feature which could be very useful for operation
predictions of storms and their effects.
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